144,000: 43 – Health is the Order of the Day
With renewed understanding and illumination, we move seamlessly into the next power of
order-organization-system, which expresses primarily in the body by way of the digestive
system, the skeletal system and the skin. Jesus’ disciple James Alphaeus portrayed this
quality, whose corresponding color, as given in Birth of the Light Body, is mustard yellow.
Health is the order of this moment of now. We are created in the image and likeness of our
Creator. We experience and express this divine order in our fourth dimensional light or Christ
body, from out of which we have descended and devolved into our four lower bodies -- mental,
emotional, astral and physical -- which being third dimensional are subject to all matter of
disease. Now is the time in our eternal ongoing to reform our mortal self such that it conforms
to, and gets reabsorbed back into, the structure and substance of our I Am Self and light body.
In our decrystallization of the lower in order to re-crystallize the higher, love is the key. To the
degree that we care about our health and about the health of all of our fellow human beings, to
that very degree do we receive manna from heaven that feeds and fuels all of our efforts to heal
ourselves and to restore humankind to its rightful status as one body of light.
All of this year, we have worked in step-by-step, systematic, orderly fashion with our 12 Powers,
for there is a cosmic system and sequence involved in reforming ourselves. In like matter, when
President Barak Obama entered office this year, he inaugurated his plan for healthcare reform.
In systematic though seemingly chaotic fashion at times, his heartfelt desire for improvement in
healthcare has made its way through Congress, the healthcare industry, insurance companies
and all of the American people. Now it is at a stage whereby it shall take form in one fashion or
another, according to what people most care about.
I wholeheartedly support healthcare reform and universal healthcare coverage. Why?
Because each person is a child of God. Because each soul is in need of healing during this
purification period of the Latter Days. Because as I do unto the least of these, I do unto the
Christ. Because my single, all-encompassing goal is the healing of humanity.
There is no one right or absolute way to transform and improve healthcare. Rather, any number
of approaches will work, if they are based upon love, to the degree that they are fair and
equitable and practical, with less or more government involvement. Whatever system evolves, it
will succeed or fail to the extent that people care more about health than they do about making
money or having personal or political power, and to the degree that each person takes
responsibility for his or her health and for improving the health of the whole nation.
Visualization: Surround yourself in a cocoon of Christ light, with a tube extending from the top
of your head to Spirit. Ask and receive your healing orders. They come down the tube, which is
like a cosmic esophagus, in the form of mustard-yellow packets of light. Take in and assimilate
this manna from heaven that systematically nourishes and nurtures your ongoing reform.
Solidified in the light, hold tenaciously to your decree: heal humanity. See this healing. See this
reformation. See everyone caring wholeheartedly about health, wholeness and harmony. Amen.
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